
CONNECT WITH PURPOSE

Video 
Visitation
Staying connected – safely  
and efficiently 

Managing in-person visitation can be one of the most labor-intensive tasks in a correctional 
facility. But with ViaPath Technologies’ Video Visitation, incarcerated individuals can see their 
friends and family directly, without the crowded lobbies and waiting times, streamlining the 
process for them and for your team.

As a supplement to traditional in-person visits, video 
visitation is a highly scalable, convenient solution that 
benefits everyone involved.

ViaPath’s Video Visitation solution is the most robust offering 
in the corrections industry today. Video visits, both on-site 
and remote, efficiently and safely increase the number of 
allowable visits while reducing officer involvement, inmate 
movement, and expense.

Aiding in the effort to break the cycle of incarceration, 
video visitation offers family and friends an additional, 
convenient, “face-to-face” option for maintaining contact 
with their loved ones.

ViaPath manages 

over 13 million visits 

each year with its 

video visitation and 

scheduling technology.



ViaPath works to transform correctional facilities into rehabilitative environments by 
providing technology that meets facility needs, keeps communities safe, improves 
the wellness of incarcerated individuals, and fuels successful reentry for returning 
citizens. Leading the correctional technology field, ViaPath provides communication, 
rehabilitation, investigative, intelligence, finance, and reentry solutions.viapath.com
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BENEFITS FOR FACILITIES

Operational Efficiencies

Our automated solution allows for online visitor 
registration and scheduling, shifting responsibility 
from staff to visitors. With less staff needed to 
manage the visitation process, they can focus on 
other job duties instead.

Reviewable Anytime, Anywhere

Our web-based application offers convenience and 
improves productivity by allowing staff to review 
video visitation sessions, set alarms, and control 
access from any web browser.

Increased Security and Control

!ncarcerated individuals can visit without ever leaving 
their housing area, which saves time, decreases violent 
incidents, and closes off a key avenue for contraband.

Decreased Facility Traffic

Both on-site and remote visitation considerably 
reduces visitors and foot traffic within a facility. 

BENEFITS FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Increased Connections

Video visitation is on-demand, allowing family 
and friends to video chat with their incarcerated 
loved one whenever they want, pursuant to 
facility visiting hours. 

Convenience, Savings, & Comfort

With video visitation, family and friends can 
realize immediate and personal communication 
without the hassle, expense, or inconvenience of 
traveling to a facility.

Flexibility

Family and friends can have a video visit with 
their incarcerated loved one when they want from 
wherever they want in three ways:

 ▶ At the Facility

 ▶ From Home

 ▶ On the Go


